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Press release May 27th, 2019 

Storm gets on board with Greenbyte Energy Cloud for 

data management 

Aerial photo of Storm’s Minderhout wind farm. Photo property of Storm Management, all rights reserved. 

The Belgian wind farm developer chose Greenbyte Energy Cloud for data management of their 

operational wind farms of 100 MW all over Belgium and Ireland. Greenbyte Energy Cloud will enable 

Storm to monitor and manage their wind farms, and analyze their performance for future optimization. 

 

Storm is more than the average wind farm developer. With over 400 MW in their pipeline, both in 

procedure and under construction, they are a rapidly growing organization. On top of that, Storm 

empowers customers to contribute to a sustainable world and consume more renewable energy, by 

offering residents the opportunity to invest with cooperative share costs.  

 

Greenbyte Energy Cloud was selected over competition to provide real-time data analytics for Storm 

Management’s 40 operating turbines, based on secure independent connection through SCADA data. 

Storm Management will be able to monitor all their assets in a single view, regardless of location or 

different OEMs. Data is stored in Greenbyte Energy Cloud and can be aggregated according to Storm 

Management’s needs for in-depth performance analysis. 

“We chose Greenbyte Energy Cloud as we see it as a powerful and wholesome tool that will provide us 

with the visibility and data that we need to manage our portfolio effectively. The system’s user-friendly 
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interface and pre-configured tools made all the difference in our selection process.” sums up Filip 

Leonard, Associate Director at Storm Management. 

“Storm Management is a cherished partner for Greenbyte. We are looking forward to accompany 

Storm Management in their journey of growth and we are thrilled to enable over 55.000 homes to be 

powered by renewable energy”, says Patrik Lindvall, Director of Sales EMEEA at Greenbyte. 

About Greenbyte 

Greenbyte makes the industry leading independent renewable energy management system Energy 

Cloud—used globally by wind and solar PV owners, operators and asset managers to capture the full 

potential of their projects. Power plants are remotely connected to Greenbyte’s platform via on-site 

SCADA systems—resulting in a single powerful tool to monitor, analyze and plan diverse renewable 

energy portfolios. Predict, the advanced AI predictive maintenance system was added to Greenbyte’s 

renewable energy management software portfolio, with outstanding results. Currently 17 GW of 

renewable energy across 5 continents and over 40 countries are monitored in Greenbyte’s software. 

 
www.greenbyte.com 

About Storm Management 

Storm is a Belgian wind farm developer with 100 MW operational wind and over 400 MW in the 

pipeline. Their main stakeholders include TINC Comm.VA, PMF Infrastructure Fund NV, Clean Energy 

Invest CVBA, Participatie Maatschappij Vlaanderen NV and Black Swan NV. Local residents can 

participate in the Storm wind farms and use renewable energy at a reduced rate. Storm's wind projects 

involve 2361 participants and power 55000 homes across Belgium. 

www.storm.be  

 

Resources 

Greenbyte blog 

Greenbyte twitter 

Storm Management website 
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Sofia Pyrgioti  

Marketing Coordinator 

sofia@greenbyte.com 

+46 (0)735 04 26 82 
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